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On the dashboard You have an overview of your own session plans, and you find the ones shared with you at the bottom.
By pressing 'Edit', you will be brought back into the Planner Tool with a brief tutorial.
Enjoy using it!

 

TIME TITLE DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFO
15:00 

5'
Welcome Gathering all in the same room Waiting for everyone to join

15:05 
10'

Introductions Quick round of intros, your story and your hopes 

15:15 
3'

Agenda - Liza

15:18 
5'

About the 4D Framework -
Liza

About us

SMEs

15:23 
6'

What is you main barrier in
engaging SMEs? - Liza

Quick round of reflection

15:29 
10'

About the Framework cont.
- Liza

5 slides 5 slides

15:39 
8'

Your legacy Pick a post it, write your name and the legacy you would like 
to leave

Share Miro Link

Explain basic functions - zoom in zoom out 
(right bottom corner or the roll on the mouse)

Navigation

Frames for easier navigation

How to create Post its

Follow me option

Navigation with the mouse (arrow changing 
to hand)

15:47 
5'

The Business Case - Liza quick recap

15:52 
8'

Value Chain Exercise Main and supporting activities Show mindmap functions

which activity would create the biggest 
environmental and social impact?

16:00 
7'

Stakeholders Be as holistic as possible

Environment and Future Generations are 
often left out

16:07 
3'

Reflections - Liza What we have done so far, and why it is important Stakeholder map

Value Chain done

Groups
16:10 

50'
4D Canvas exercise - 10 min/dimension - don't need to cover all 

questions

1 person reads the questions

Someone is helping with post its

17:00 
5'

BREAK

17:05 
7'

SDGs - Liza Show agenda again

17:12 
8'

Discussion - Liza Risks and Opportunities What is the risk of not integrating SDGs into 
the everyday business and what are the 
opportunities?



17:20 
10'

SDG Exercise 1. Pick a few cards and read them

2. Go to SDG icons and drag them to Core 
SDGs part (the ones the company is 
contributing to now) and new SDG 
opportunities that the actions will bring

17:30 
8'

Materiality Matrix Impact vs Effort Top right box - Do now will shape the 
objectives and targets, drag a few post its to 
the relevant section of the matrix.

Outcome: helps organising the actions in 
time and lifts the overwhelm

17:38 
4'

Recap -Liza Value Chain

Stakeholder

4D Canvas

SDGs

17:42 
6'

Targets Template -Liza

17:48 
8'

Next steps Liza

17:56 
1'

Survey - Liza

17:57 
5'

Check out - Liza One word that comes to your mind

18:02 

TIME TITLE DESCRIPTION ADDITIONAL INFO

TOTAL LENGTH: 3h 02m

MATERIALS:
2 flipcharts in The Business Case - Liza
5 markers in The Business Case - Liza



MATERIALS
2 flipcharts
5 markers

Enabling Sustainability Workshop Plan - block details

Gathering all in the same room

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Waiting for everyone to join

Quick round of intros, your story and your hopes 

About us

SMEs

Quick round of reflection

5 slides

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
5 slides

Pick a post it, write your name and the legacy you would like to leave

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Share Miro Link

Explain basic functions - zoom in zoom out (right bottom corner or the roll on the mouse)

Navigation

Frames for easier navigation

How to create Post its

Follow me option

Navigation with the mouse (arrow changing to hand)

quick recap

GOALS
The purpose of this block is to demonstrate what type of information you can add here in the detailed block 
view.

15:00 
5'

Welcome

15:05 
10'

Introductions

15:15 
3'

Agenda - Liza

15:18 
5'

About the 4D Framework - Liza

15:23 
6'

What is you main barrier in engaging SMEs? - Liza

15:29 
10'

About the Framework cont. - Liza

15:39 
8'

Your legacy

15:47 
5'

The Business Case - Liza



INSTRUCTIONS
If you check the TrainedOn Library, you will see many training exercises and icebreakers that you can freely 
use in your own training plans. If you decide to copy any of them to an existing training plan, you will find the 
instructions for the exercise in this detailed view.

BACKGROUND
Source: Author of this block

Main and supporting activities

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Show mindmap functions

which activity would create the biggest environmental and social impact?

GOALS
The purpose of this block is to explain the difference between collaboration possibilities.

INSTRUCTIONS
You can choose how you want to work together with your colleagues:

Viewer: They can make comments and you get email notifications, but they cannot edit the session plan 
itself
Editor: They can edit the training plan itself,. The presence bar on the top of this panel turns green if 

your colleague is online, and the Activity log shows you what changes were made while you were away.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Be as holistic as possible

Environment and Future Generations are often left out

What we have done so far, and why it is important

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Stakeholder map

Value Chain done

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
10 min/dimension - don't need to cover all questions

1 person reads the questions

Someone is helping with post its

15:52 
8'

Value Chain Exercise

16:00 
7'

Stakeholders

16:07 
3'

Reflections - Liza

Groups

16:10 
50'

4D Canvas exercise -

17:00 
5'

BREAK



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Show agenda again

Risks and Opportunities

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
What is the risk of not integrating SDGs into the everyday business and what are the opportunities?

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
1. Pick a few cards and read them

2. Go to SDG icons and drag them to Core SDGs part (the ones the company is contributing to now) and new 
SDG opportunities that the actions will bring

Impact vs Effort

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Top right box - Do now will shape the objectives and targets, drag a few post its to the relevant section of the 
matrix.

Outcome: helps organising the actions in time and lifts the overwhelm

Value Chain

Stakeholder

4D Canvas

SDGs

One word that comes to your mind

17:05 
7'

SDGs - Liza

17:12 
8'

Discussion - Liza

17:20 
10'

SDG Exercise

17:30 
8'

Materiality Matrix

17:38 
4'

Recap -Liza

17:42 
6'

Targets Template -Liza

17:48 
8'

Next steps Liza

17:56 
1'

Survey - Liza

17:57 
5'

Check out - Liza
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